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Lambrook School endeavours to lay the foundations for the pupils’ future success and 

prepares them for the senior school of their choice and life beyond. Children have one 

opportunity for the education that will form the basis of their lives, and at the same 

time one childhood, and the aim is to keep a happy balance between the two. All 

children have a talent and the School provides a wide and stimulating range of 

opportunities to develop it. 

 

a. To provide the highest standard of education for each and every one of our 

pupils from Nursery through to Year 8. 

b. To thoroughly prepare pupils at both Scholarship and Common Entrance level 

to help them gain access to a range of top independent schools in the UK. 

c. To offer a broad spectrum of opportunities to our boys and girls, encouraging 

them to fulfil their potential both as individuals and as a community. 

d. To ensure a high quality of pastoral care is available to boarders and day 

pupils alike and to enable them to flourish within a happy school environment. 

e. To give each child the opportunity to play sport competitively, inspired by 

dedicated and skilled coaches. 

f. To prepare our pupils for the ever-increasing challenges of the outside world. 

We will give them the confidence to understand who they are - physically, 

mentally and spiritually - and how they can make a difference now and in the 

future. 

g. To ensure pupils leave Lambrook as confident, engaging, mature and 

thoughtful young adults. 
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Anti-Bullying Policy 

 

Purpose and Aim 

 

1. Lambrook School is committed to providing a caring, friendly and safe 

environment for all of its pupils so they can learn in a relaxed and secure 

atmosphere. Bullying of any kind is unacceptable at Lambrook. If bullying does 

occur, all pupils should be able to inform and understand that incidents will be 

dealt with promptly and effectively. We are a TELLING school - anyone who 

knows that bullying is happening is expected to tell the staff. 

 

2. This policy aims to make clear what constitutes bullying, what can be done to 

prevent it and how incidents should be dealt with; including sanctions and 

support for targets of bullying.  

 

Definitions  

 

3. Bullying is the use of aggression with the intention of hurting another person or 

group, either physically or emotionally, which is repeated over time (see 

Appendix: STOP), and which results in pain and distress to the target. Bullying 

can take place both within the school environment and outside school 

supervision,  and can include: 

 

a. Physical  

pushing, kicking, hitting, pinching or any use of violence 

b. Verbal   

name-calling, sarcasm, spreading rumours, teasing 

c. Emotional  

excluding, tormenting (i.e. hiding books, threatening gestures), being 

unfriendly, racial taunts, graffiti, related to Special Educational Needs or 

disabilities 

d. Sexual 

unwanted physical contact or abusive comments 

e. Homophobic 

bullying motivated by a prejudice against lesbian gay or bisexual people 

f. Online/Cyber 

use of Information and Communication Technology (ICT), particularly mobile 

phones and internet, email or social networking sites, text messaging  & 

photographs, deliberately to upset someone else. For more information on 

Cyberbullying, please refer to Annex 1. 

g. Protected Characteristics within the 2010 Act 

Refers to a range of hurtful behaviour, both physical and psychological, that 

makes a person feel unwelcome, marginalised, excluded, powerless or 

worthless because of their age, disability, race, religion, sex, sexual 

orientation or gender preference or reassignment. 
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Additional Sources for definitions 

 

 

'A young person is being bullied, or picked on, when another young person or group 

of young people say nasty things to him or her. It is also bullying when a young 

person is hit, kicked, threatened, locked inside a room, sent nasty notes, when no-

one ever talks to them and things like that. These things can happen frequently and 

it is difficult for the young person being bullied to defend himself or herself. It is also 

bullying when a young person is teased repeatedly in a nasty way.' 

'But it is not bullying when two children or young people of about the same strength 

have the odd fight or quarrel'. 

(DFE Sheffield Bullying Project) 

 

 

 

'Bullying is not simply boys being boys or part of growing up - it encompasses a range 

of behaviours that can be either physical, verbal or psychological in nature, that 

cause untold distress to the victim resulting in loss of confidence, low self-esteem, 

truancy, absenteeism, illness, suicide and even murder.' 

(Harassment and Bullying in Schools, Celestine Keise) 

 

 

 

'Bullying is a form of aggression which is social in its nature. Powerful dominate the 

powerless; repetition of attack; it may be physical, psychological, social or verbal in 

character. Bullying is a form of peer abuse and thrives on a bed of secrecy.' 

       (Besag) 

 

 

 

‘The repetitive, intentional hurting of one person or group by another person or 

group, where the relationship involves an imbalance of power.’ 
(Anti-Bullying Alliance) 

 

 

 

“Kids who are being cyberbullied are often bullied in person as well. Additionally, 

kids who are cyberbullied have a harder time getting away from the behaviour. 

Cyberbullying can happen 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and reach a kid even when 

he or she is alone. It can happen any time of the day or night. 

Cyberbullying messages and images can be posted anonymously and distributed 

quickly to a very wide audience. It can be difficult and sometimes impossible to trace 

the source. 

Deleting inappropriate or harassing messages, texts, and pictures is extremely 

difficult after they have been posted or sent.” 

 

https://www.stopbullying.gov
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Environments for Bullying 

 

4. Peter Stephenson and David Smith1 produced a list of what was needed to 

ensure a perfect environment for bullying. The following list has been devised by 

participants in the KIDSCAPE workshops and includes some of the points made 

by Stephenson and Smith. 

 

a. Unsupervised toilets 

b. No space for 'quiet' activities 

c. Bare, empty playground 

d. Not enough equipment in gyms and labs 

e. Unsupervised playground 

f. Areas where staff never go 

g. Old buildings with dark, secluded corners 

h. Staff never around - always in staff room 

i. Staff too busy to notice incidents 

j. Staff too busy to do anything practical about reported incidents 

k. Unsupervised meal queues 

l. Whole school queuing at once for meals 

m. Narrow, dark corridors 

n. Crowded locker rooms 

o. Everyone arriving and leaving at once 

p. Long changeovers between classes 

q. Teachers being late 

r. Chaotic classrooms 

s. Staff leaving classrooms during lessons 

t. No pastoral staff 

u. Equipment Sheds 

v. Teachers who point / shout / poke 

w. Teachers who use sarcasm as a destructive weapon 

x. No support for pupils with special needs 

y. Unsupervised living accommodation 

z. Intolerance of difference 

aa. Allowing hurtful graffiti to remain 

bb. Head and/or staff who bully 

cc. Reporting bullying seen as 'telling tales' 

dd. Initiation ceremonies for new students 

ee. No support for new pupils 

ff. Staff who humiliate pupils in front of others 

gg. No anti-bullying policy 

hh. No clear procedures for reporting and dealing with bullying incidents 

ii. General lack of supervision and discipline 

jj. Staff hoping issue will go away if it is ignored for long enough 

 

                                                 
1 Stephenson, P. and Smith, D. 'Why Some Schools Don't Have Bullies' in Elliott, M. (ed) ''Bullying, A 

Practical Guide to Coping for Schools', Longman 1991. 
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At Lambrook we recognise these are factors which could lead to bullying, however 

we actively seek to prevent bullying from happening by having clear policies and 

procedures in place. 

 

Immediate Consequences of Bullying 

 

5. When bullying occurs, there are usually immediate consequences for both the 

target and the bully. The seriousness of bullying can cause psychological damage 

that could, in extreme circumstances, lead to suicide.  

 

6. The target may: 

 

a. Lose confidence 

 

b. Have their self-esteem diminished 

 

c. Become withdrawn, nervous 

 

d. Be unable to concentrate 

 

e. Begin to do badly in their academic work, or become truant 

 

f. Develop school phobia or other mental health difficulties, and even attempt 

suicide 

 

7. The bullies: 

 

a. May learn that using aggression / violence is a successful strategy for getting 

what you want 

 

b. Realise that they can 'get away with' violent and cruel behaviour and school 

discipline may be eroded 

 

c. Become divisive as a dominant group coalesces around bully - those not in 

the main group are left out and ignored 

 

d. Become more disruptive - perhaps eventually testing members of staff to see 

how far they can push them 

 

e. Suffer as their problems may be masked by aggressive behaviour and go 

untreated 
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Myths about Bullying 

 

"I was bullied at school and it didn't do me any harm" 

 

This is often said quite aggressively as if the person is trying to convince 

him/herself that they are unaffected. The person may still be ashamed of the 

fact that they were unable to deal with the bullying themselves. They may 

never have faced up to what was done to them and how it affected them. 

 

"Bullying is just a normal part of growing-up" 

 

It doesn't have to be. To say to children or teenagers that they should suffer 

bullying and that it is okay and normal is totally unacceptable. Some targets 

remain so for a long time or even become bullies and perpetuate the 

problem. If we feed the myth, telling them, overtly or by messages or 

acceptance, that bullying is normal then we fail children. It is possible to 

create an environment in which bullying is not tolerated and in which 

aggression and violence are viewed as negative and wholly inappropriate 

types of behaviour. 

 

"It's character-building" 

 

Why does a child have to be tormented to the edge of despair in order to 

have their character 'built'? Character-destructive might be a more apt 

description. You can build a child's character far more successfully by using 

positive role-models and by encouraging responsible, kind and helpful 

behaviour. 

 

"It'll make a man of him" 

 

This translates as 'You only become a man when you have suffered all sort of 

beatings / thefts / taunting in silence'. Why should a child be forced to suffer 

agonies in silence in order to become some sort of silent Clint Eastwood 

hero? 

 

"There was bullying when I was at school but it didn't hurt anyone" 

 

A comment actually made by a very hectoring and aggressive politician who 

had never recognised that he himself was a tremendous bully. He was 

oblivious to any suffering he might have caused people along the way. 

 

"Sticks and stones can break your bones but names can never hurt you" 

 

Anyone who believes this has never seen children reduced to despair by 

taunts like "fatty", "four-eyes", “gay”, "tap-head", "slag", "spaz", "honky", 

"Paki". 
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"Only boys bully" 

 

Boys may be more violent and more physical in their bullying than girls, but 

girls additionally may use ostracism (sending to Coventry), name-calling and 

cruel comments which can be even more destructive to the target in the long 

term than physical assault. 

 

"Don't tell or you're a grass" 

 

This myth is one of the most persuasive. Bullying thrives in a climate of 

secrecy and fear. Unfortunately, for some children, telling has made the 

bullying worse. That is because the situation has been badly handled and the 

bully learns that not only are there no consequences to his or her actions, but 

that bullying is more or less condoned. Targets of bullying must be 

encouraged to tell and to see that telling works. Children and young people 

are frightened that telling will make it worse. But not telling strengthens the 

bully's hand and makes him or her feel that they can continue bullying. 

Telling makes the problem public. The bully's greatest shield is anonymity. 

 

EYFS 

 

Even the youngest children are encouraged to behave towards each other with 

kindness and consideration. They have to learn to look after their own possessions 

and to respect other’s possessions. 
  

We expect them to be honest, helpful and polite, and to work hard and to listen to 

others. They should respect everyone and learn to value differences and diversity. 

  

The Head of the Pre Prep is in day-to-day charge of the management of the 

behaviour in this department. We explain to children why some forms of behaviour 

are unacceptable and hurtful to others. We rarely need to impose sanctions but 

sometimes we may remove a reward for hurtful behaviour. 

  

Very occasionally a child may be sent to see the Head of Pre Prep who will explain 

the inappropriateness of a particular action, but such instances are rare. 

  

If hurtful or inappropriate behaviour continues then the parents of the child involved 

will be invited in to discuss the situation with their child’s teacher and the Head of 
the Pre Prep and to agree how best to handle the difficulty. 

  

Parents of EYFS children are made aware of our complaints procedure (which is 

published on our website) if they feel that any concerns are not being addressed 

properly. Parents of EYFS children should also be made aware that they have the 

right to refer a complaint directly to the ISI if they are unhappy with the way which 

their complaint has been handled.  
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Procedures for Reporting Bullying  

 

See Annex 3 for the anti-bullying procedural flowchart. 

 

8. Bullying incidents reported to staff who communicate directly to Tutor who will 

then liaise with Head of School; 

a. If a child is boarding, the Boarding Housemaster or Housemistress will 

be part of any reporting procedure as detailed below 

 

9. Bullying incidents will be recorded by staff on iSAMS to enable patterns to be 

identified and communicated in the Pastoral Leaders Group, chaired by the 

Assistant Head (Pastoral); 

 

10. Accounts are then reviewed by the Assistant Head (Pastoral). 

 

11. Parents, Tutors and Heads of Year should be informed wherever necessary and/ 

or appropriate; 

 

12. The bullying behaviour and threats of bullying must immediately stop; 

 

13. An attempt will be made to help the bully/bullies change their behaviour; 

 

14. The bully/bullies will offer an apology and other appropriate consequences may 

take place; 

 

15. In serious cases, suspension or even exclusion will be considered; 

 

16. If necessary and appropriate, police will be consulted; 

 

17. Whenever possible, the pupils will be reconciled. 

 

The Assistant Head (Pastoral) will maintain overall responsibility for ensuring that 

that the procedures are followed in a timely fashion and will liaise with the Deputy 

Head and/or Headmaster on a regular basis to keep them updated on the progress 

of reported incidents. 

 

Support for Targets 

 

18. Pupils who have been bullied will be supported by: 

 

a. Offering an immediate opportunity to discuss the experience with a tutor, 

matron, school counsellor or staff of their choice 

b. Reassuring the pupil 

c. Offering ongoing support through regular informal meetings 

d. Restoring self-esteem and confidence 

e. Encouraging other close friends to look out and provide support 

f. Programme of support to restore relationship 
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g. Highlighted in the Pastoral Leaders Group and the weekly staff meeting 

h. Communication sent out to staff to allow for ongoing support across the 

school day 

 

Disciplinary Action 

 

19. As each incident of bullying is investigated and managed on an individual basis, 

below is an indication of the sanctions that we follow. However, this will vary on 

a case by case basis according to staff knowledge of pupils and other 

circumstances. Parents will be informed at an appropriate stage during this 

procedure. 

 

a. Any pupils involved in the incident are talked to individually and notes taken. 

This may be done by any appropriate member or members of staff. The tutor 

and Head of School will be informed along with the Assistant Head (Pastoral). 

The accounts will be reviewed by the Assistant Head (Pastoral). 

b. Depending on the severity of the allegation an attempt will be made to 

reconcile those involved. If the matter cannot be resolved the Head of School 

will take over the investigation. 

c. The pupil accused of bullying is given the chance to apologise and understand 

the impact their behaviour has had. Depending on the severity of the incident 

sanctions may well be imposed (see below). 

d. If the bullying is repeated then further sanctions will be imposed and parents 

informed and met with by the Assistant Head (Pastoral). 

e. If there is still no improvement then the Deputy Head will take over the 

investigation and will liaise directly with the Headmaster 

 

The use of sanctions are there so that they can be used as effectively as 

possible against the individuals involved. We only share the sanctions with 

parents of the perpetrator.  

 

The following disciplinary steps can be taken (see Behaviour Policy for levels of 

sanctions). 

 

i. Official warnings to cease negative behaviour 

j. Regular meeting with the Head of School and /or the Assistant Head 

(Pastoral) 

k. Behavioural Detention 

l. Monitoring Cards which may lead to: 

o Exclusion from certain areas of school premises or activities 

o Internal isolation 

o Minor fixed-term suspension 

o Major fixed-term suspension 

o Permanent exclusion 
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Addressing Bullying Behaviour 

 

20. The behaviour of bullies will be addressed by: 

 

a. Discussing what has happened 

b. Discovering why the pupil became involved 

c. Establishing the wrong doing and need to change 

d. Informing parents or guardians to help change the attitude of the pupil 

e. Restorative justice 

 

Whole School Approach 

 

21. The school will encourage positive behaviour through: 

 

a. Within the curriculum the school will proactively raise awareness of the 

nature of bullying through inclusion in the tutorial system, assemblies and 

subject areas, as appropriate, in an attempt to eradicate such behaviour. 

b. Staff, whether on duty or not should be vigilant at all times. Senior pupils 

have the responsibility to liaise with senior staff about incidents that may be 

occurring in places that staff may not see during the normal course of their 

work. (For example, through Members of Library and Prefects’ meetings.) 
c. All pupils are encourages to speak out when they witness or are party to 

bullying behaviour, by speaking to any staff member. 

d. All sanctions will be within the parameters of the Behaviour Policy. 

e. An anti-bullying inset is held at least every three years to ensure staff are 

kept up to date with the latest trends and methods to address bullying. 

f. A yearly focus on Anti-Bullying Week. 

 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Review 

 

a. Monitoring and review will be undertaken by the Head of Pre Prep and 

Assistant Head (Pastoral) for the time that the child remains at Lambrook. 

b. Children who continue to give cause for concern will be monitored by the 

Pastoral Leaders’ Group and weekly staff meetings. 

c. We attempt to resolve such issues internally under the school’s own 
disciplinary procedures, unless the matter is of such gravity that external 

agencies need to be involved. 

d. The school may exclude a pupil, temporarily or permanently, in cases of 

severe and persistent bullying and in the event that the support put in place 

for the bully does not result in the modification of behaviour to an acceptable 

level. 

e. A regular school survey will anonymously record the pupils’ views on bullying 
within the school. 
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22. This policy will be monitored through: 

 

a. The school will review this policy annually and assess its implementation and 

effectiveness. The policy will be promoted and implemented throughout the 

school. 

b. The key elements of the policy will be published in the pupil’s planner 

c. The Lambrook Charter will be prominently displayed in all classrooms and 

around the school. It will be published in the Pupils’ planner. 
d. Any steps that are identified that could help to eliminate bullying will be 

taken. 

e. The use of SMSC (as per the SMSC policy) 

 

References 

 

Safe to Learn – Embedding Anti-Bullying Work in Schools (DCFS) 
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Annex 1 (Draft) – Cyberbullying 

 
Introduction 

Lambrook believes that everyone in our school community has the right to teach and learn 

in a supportive, caring and safe environment without fear of being bullied. We believe that 

every individual in school has a duty to report an incident of bullying whether it happens to 

themselves or to another person. Pupils are not allowed mobile phones in school and must 

comply with the Acceptable ICT Use Policy. If we find that a pupil’s wellbeing is 
compromised by cyber-bullying which has taken place outside school, we will take the 

appropriate action to help that pupil in line with our Anti-Bullying and Behaviour Policy. This 

may mean contacting other parents if we find their son or daughter is involved. 

What is Cyber-bullying? 

Cyber-bullying is the use of Information Communications Technology (ICT), particularly 

mobile phones and the Internet, deliberately to upset or intimidate someone else. 

Technology allows the user to bully anonymously or from an unknown location, 24 hours a 

day, 7 days a week. Cyber-bullying leaves no physical scars so it is, perhaps, less evident to a 

parent or teacher, but it is highly intrusive and the hurt it causes can be very severe. 

There are many types of cyber-bullying. Although there may be some of which we are 

unaware, here are the more common. 

1.  Text messages —that are threatening or cause discomfort 

2.  Picture/video-clips via mobile phones - images sent to others to make the target feel 

threatened or embarrassed. 

3.  Mobile phone calls — silent calls or abusive messages; or stealing the target’s phone 
and using it to harass others, to make them believe the target is responsible. 

4.  Emails — threatening or bullying emails, often sent using a pseudonym or somebody 

else’s name. 

5.  Chatroom bullying — menacing or upsetting responses to children or young people 

when they are in web-based chatroom. 

6.  Instant messaging (IM) — unpleasant messages sent while children conduct realtime 

conversations online using Instagram, Snapchat, WhatsApp or other similar apps. 

7.  Bullying via websites — use of defamatory blogs, vlogs, Youtube, personal websites 

and online personal “own web space”.  

Lambrook School Procedures 

We take this bullying as seriously as all other types of bullying and, therefore, will deal with 

each situation individually. 

In cases of cyber-bulling, as with all bullying, the procedure will fall under the Anti-Bullying 

policy. Pupils are taught within form group time, ICT and Well-Being lessons how to: 

 understand how to use these technologies safely and know about the risks and 

consequences of misusing them. 
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 know what to do if they or someone they know are being cyber-bullied. 

 appreciate the upset, distress and unhappiness that cyber-bullying causes. 

 report any problems with cyber-bullying to teachers or parents. 

Lambrook School: 

 has an ICT Acceptable Use Policy for pupils that includes clear statements about e-

communications and behaviour 

 uses a variety of security tools to ensure that the programs and websites most 

frequently used for cyber-bullying are unavailable on the school network 

 provides information for parents on: e-communication standards and practices in 

schools, what to do if problems arise, what’s being taught in the curriculum and 
holds internet safety seminar evenings on a regular basis 

 gives support for parents and pupils if cyber-bullying occurs by: assessing the harm 

caused, identifying those involved, taking steps to repair harm and to prevent 

recurrence 

 has a clear disciplinary framework for dealing with any behavioural issues. Once the 

person responsible for cyber-bullying has been identified, the school will take steps 

to change their attitude and behaviour as well as ensuring access to any support 

that is needed. 

Advice to pupils (whether at school or elsewhere) who are targets of cyber-bullying: 

 Remember, bullying is never your fault. It can be stopped and it can usually be 

traced 

 Don't ignore the bullying. Tell someone you trust, such as a teacher or parent, or call 

an advice line. 

 Try to keep calm. Don’t retaliate or return the message. If you show that you are 
angry, it will only make the person bullying you more likely to continue 

 Don't give out your personal details online – don’t give out information about where 
you live, the school you go to, your email address etc. Your friends already know all 

of this 

 Keep and save any bullying emails, text messages or images. Then these can be used 

as evidence 

 If you can, make a note of the time and date bullying messages or images were sent, 

and note any details about the sender. 
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There's plenty of online advice on how to react to cyberbullying. 

Text/video messaging 

 You can easily stop receiving text messages for a while by turning off incoming 

messages for a couple of days.  

 Don't reply to abusive or worrying text or video messages.  

 Don't delete messages from cyberbullies. You don't have to read them, but you 

should keep them as evidence. 

 Text harassment is a crime. If the calls are simply annoying, tell a teacher or parent. 

If they are threatening or malicious and they persist, report them to the police, 

taking with you all the messages you've received. 

Phone calls 

 If you get an abusive or silent phone call, don't hang up immediately. Instead, put 

the phone down and walk away for a few minutes. Then hang up or turn your phone 

off. Once they realise they can't get you rattled, callers usually get bored and stop 

bothering you. 

 Always tell someone else: a teacher or parent. 

 Be careful to whom you give personal information such as your phone number 

 If you have a mobile phone, make sure you set it to lock down after 20 seconds of 

not being used – then others cannot use your phone to send messages 

Emails 

 Never reply to unpleasant or unwanted emails — the sender wants a response, so 

don't give them that satisfaction. 

 Keep the emails as evidence. Tell an adult about them. 

 Ask an adult to contact the sender's Internet Service Provider (ISP) 

 Never reply to someone you don't know, even if there's an option to 'unsubscribe'. 

Replying simply confirms your email address as a real one. 

Web bullying 

 If the bullying is on a website tell a teacher or parent, just as you would if the 

bullying were face-to-face – even if you don’t actually know the bully’s identity. 
Serious bullying should be reported to the police - for example any threats. Your 

parent or teacher will help you do this. 

Chat rooms and instant messaging 
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 Never give out your name, address, phone number, school name or password 

online. 

 It's a good idea to use a nickname. Don't give out photos of yourself. 

 Don't accept emails or open files from people you don't know. Remember it might 

not just be people your own age in a chat room. 

 Stick to public areas in chat rooms and get out if you feel uncomfortable. 

 Tell your parents or a teacher if you feel uncomfortable or worried about anything 

that happens in a chat room. 

 Think carefully about what you write; don't leave yourself open to bullying. 

 Don't ever give out passwords to your mobile or email account. 

Three steps to stay out of harm’s way: 

 Respect other people - online and off. Don’t spread rumours about people or share 
their secrets, including their phone numbers and passwords. 

 If someone insults you online or by phone, stay calm – and ignore them. 

 ‘Do as you would be done by.’ Think how you would feel if you were bullied. You’re 
responsible for your own behaviour – make sure you don’t distress other people or 
cause them to be bullied by someone else. 

 

 

Useful Websites: 

https://www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/online-

bullying/  

http://www.bullying.co.uk/cyberbullying/  

https://www.internetmatters.org/issues/cyberbullying/  

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/child-abuse-and-neglect/bullying-and-

cyberbullying/  

https://www.kidscape.org.uk/advice/cyber-bullying/  

https://www.relate.org.uk/relationship-help/help-family-life-and-parenting/parenting-

teenagers/school-and-work/cyberbullying-and-trolling 

 

https://www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/online-bullying/
https://www.childline.org.uk/info-advice/bullying-abuse-safety/types-bullying/online-bullying/
http://www.bullying.co.uk/cyberbullying/
https://www.internetmatters.org/issues/cyberbullying/
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/child-abuse-and-neglect/bullying-and-cyberbullying/
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/child-abuse-and-neglect/bullying-and-cyberbullying/
https://www.kidscape.org.uk/advice/cyber-bullying/
https://www.relate.org.uk/relationship-help/help-family-life-and-parenting/parenting-teenagers/school-and-work/cyberbullying-and-trolling
https://www.relate.org.uk/relationship-help/help-family-life-and-parenting/parenting-teenagers/school-and-work/cyberbullying-and-trolling
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Annex 2 – Anti-Bullying Posters
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Annex 3 – Anti-bullying flowchart 

 

Lambrook School Anti-bullying Flowchart 
 

 This document is for quick reference only 

 Please refer to Anti-bullying Policy for more detail 

 

 

1

• Staff Member: Log incident on iSAMS as soon as possible.

• Discipline Record>> Incident Report

2

• Staff Member: Details specifics of incident and informs Head of 
School

3

• The Assistant Head (Pastoral): reviews account and informs 
appropriate staff and parents

• DSL: monitors account for Child Protection Safeguarding purposes 

4

• Pupils: if necessary, pupils are interviewed and write own account

• The Assistant Head (Pastoral): records in central location and 
communicates with parents as appropriate

5
• Sanction and education programme agreed with all parties

6

• Relevant Staff Member: sanction and education programme 
monitored and reviewed

7

• Regular reviews and monitoring take place thereafter by Pastoral 
Leaders' Group


